
ON CARTAN PSEUDO GROUPS

A. M. RODRIGUES

Let M be a domain in an Euclidean space and let Γ be a pseudo group of

transformations* of M. We say that Γ is a Cartan pseudo group [1, 2] if

the following conditions are satisfied:

1) There exists a domain M' and a projection p - M->Mf, such that the

orbits of Γ are the fibers of the projection p. We assume moreover that

there is a system of coordinates (x) of M' and a system of coordinates (x, y)

of M such that the fibers of p are defined by (x) = constants,

2) There are forms ω\ α)λ, ι = 1 w, A = 1 n, defined in D such that

a) (ω*, ώλ) is a basis of the space of linear forms at every point of M,

(1) b) dω* = -g- cjW Λ ω* + d&V Λ ωλ

where c)%, a)λ are functions on M which depend on (x) only,

c) ωr = cfor for 1 ̂  r < dimension Λf',

d) The matrices αλ - IWyxl! are linearly independent at every point of M,

e) Let 7Γi and 7r2 be respectively the projections of Mx M into the first and

second factors. The closed differential system Σ on Mx M, with independent

variables x°πit y°m generated by

xr ° πi - xr ° 7Γ2 = 0, 1 ̂  r < dimension M1,

πϊω* - τr2V = 0 1 < i < m

is in involution at every integral point,

3) A local transformation / of M is in Γ if and only if / preserves the

forms ω\ i.e. /*ωx = ω\ i = 1, . . . , m.

In this note we prove that every differential form on M which is invariant

under all transformations of a Cartan pseudo group Γ is a linear combination

of the forms ω the coefficient being functions of x only.

Received on 1 May, 1962.
* All maps and differential forms considered in this note are assumed to be analytic.
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Put <t = TΓiV - π*ω\ τλ = τn*ωλ - τr2*ωλ. The set UiV, τr*ίδλ, </, rλ) is a basis

of differential forms on every point of Mx M. Let £ b e a contact element

of MxM at the integral point (uu u2)&MxM such that the forms 7rjV

and 7r*5)λ are linearly independent on E and denote by σ/E the restriction of

</ to E. Put * = (θ(wi) = p(u2) and write

E is an integral element of Σ if and only if

for every choice of the indices z, j, k.

Let F and V be vector spaces of dimensions v and z/ over the real field

and let L be a vector space of linear maps of V into V of dimension n. Take

basis of V and V and let <zλ = \\dj\\\, i = 1, . . . , υ\ j = 1, . . . , v, λ = 1, . . . , n

be a basis of L. The space &(L) of all linear maps 6 : F->L, 6 = ||#)|| such

that

for every choice of i, j, k, is called the derived space of L.

Let Si be the maximum rank of the matrix -Ai = l!eyxfill when the vector

(ίl, t\j . . . , ff) varies in Rv. Put 4̂2 = ϋ̂ yx̂ lli and let 52 be the maximum rank

of the matrix * when the vectors (t\, . . . , ί?), (t\- •*?), vary independently

in /?y. Define an integer s, in a similar way for each 2, 1 < i < v — 1. The

integers s; are called the characters of L. If δ is the dimension of J@(L) it

can be proved [3, page 4] that

(3) δ<n-v- (si+ - - +sv-i).

The space L is called involutive when the equality holds in (3).

Let L(x) be the space of endomorphisms of Rm generated by the matrices

aχ(x) =\\djχ(x)\\ and denote by Si(#), . . . ,sm-i(x), δ(x) the characters and the

dimension of the derived space of L(x) Σ is in involutions at every integral

point if and only if δ(x) is constant and L(x) is involutive for every x. When

Σ is involutive the characters Si{x) are independent of x.
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Let now / be a transformation of Γ. Applying /* to equation (1) we have

J = ~ c)k ω
j Λ ωk + a)kωj Λ /*

hence,

and the linear form a}λ(f*ωλ -ωλ) is a linear combination of the form ωj.

Since the matrices aλ are linearly independent we have

(4) /*ω λ = δ λ }A

Substituting (4) in (l) we have

Conversely let uιt u2 be two points of M such that p(m) = p(ίfc) = # and let

hj be an element of the derived space of L(x). Let E be the integral contact

element of Σ at the point (uu th) eΛfxΛf whose coordinates are p)=p\ = ̂ μ = 0,

#} = /i). Let / be the transformation of M defined by an integral manifold of

Σ whose tangent space at the point (wi, u2) is E. Then f(ui) = u2 and, at

the point wi

/*ωλ = ωλ V

for 1 < λ < n.

Assume now that the differential form ω is invariant under Γ and write

ω = ai( β

Given Wi, W2 e Λf with p(«i) = p(«a) = * there exists / e Γ such that

/(wi) = W2 and, at the point uu /*α) λ = ωλ. It follows that αr/, βx depend only

on x. Assume that there exists x such that not all coefficients βλ(x) are zero.

Then we can take ω to be one of the forms ω\ Hence, there exists a system

of forms {ω\ ωλ) which satisfy conditions 2) and 3) and such that ωn is an

invariant form of Γ. Then, if hi is an element of J@(L(x)) we have necessarily

hi = 0 for every i. Let £ 0 be the subspace L(x) generated by ai(x), . . . , an-i(x)>

Any element of j^(Z,(#)) has values in Lo hence, the dimension of J£'(£o) is

δ(x). Let si- -s'm-i be the characters of (£ β ) . By (3)

δ(x)<tm(n-l)-ts[+ - +sm-il

By the definition of the characters s, < s ! + l . Therefore
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δ(x)<m fl-Csi-f 4-Sm-i]

and L(x) is not involutive. Hence all coefficients β are zero and ω is a linear

combination of the ω' with coefficients depending on x only.

The following example shows that the result is not true if we drop the

condition that Σ is in involution even if the coefficients a}χ, c)k are constant

and Γ is transitive. Let Γ be the pseudo group operating on Rn obtained by

localization of the group of rigid motions. Γ is a Lie pseudo group of order

1. Let c>f be the space of orthonormal frames of Rn and denote by Γ the

prolongation of Γ to JF. In <β~ we have differential forms ω\ ω}(ωy + ωί = 0),

canonically defined which satisfy equations (1) with constant coefficients. A

transformation / of J? is in Γ if and only if / preserves the forms ω\ On

the other hand all the forms ω\ ω) are invariant by the elements of T.
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